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Abstract

with their age labels {Yn }, train a system that predicts, for an
unseen utterance Xtest its age Ytest as accurately as possible.

We address the problem of speaker age estimation using ivectors. We ﬁrst compare different i-vector extraction setups
and then focus on (shallow) artiﬁcial neural net (ANN) backends. We explore ANN architecture, training algorithm and
ANN ensembles. The results on NIST 2008 and 2010 SRE
data indicate that, after extensive parameter optimization, ANN
back-end in combination with i-vectors reaches mean absolute
errors (MAEs) of 5.49 (females) and 6.35 (males), which are
4.5% relative improvement in comparison to our support-vector
regression (SVR) baseline. Hence, the choice of back-end did
not affect the accuracy much; a suggested future direction is
therefore focusing more on front-end processing.
Index Terms: age estimation, i-vector, multilayer perceptron

2.1. Baseline Approach
We consider the approach of [8] as our baseline. It was found to
be one of the most accurate approaches in the comparisons of
[8] including GMM supervector based SVR and other predictors. The method is brieﬂy described as follows. In the training phase, i-vectors for each utterance are extracted, followed
by within-class covariance normalization (WCCN) [13] to supress session and channel effects. WCCN normalizes the average within-class covariance of the feature space (e.g. i-vector
space) to identity matrix. The WCCN matrix, B, is obtained
from
⎡
⎤−1
Nj
J


1
1
BB  = ⎣
(wij − w̄j )(wij − w̄j ) ⎦ ,
J j=1 Nj i=1

1. Introduction
Automatic age estimation of a speaker has received increased
interest recently. The internet provides a wide range of possibilities for commercial use, in the context when there is no
direct contact with the client; meta-information about the user,
such as her language, gender or age can be helpful for delivering
appropriate products and services [1, 2]. Automatic age recognition systems can be a useful tool in forensic investigation as
well [3].
In the past, many methods have been studied for speaker
age estimation, including, for instance, support vector machines
(SVMs) [4, 5] and Gaussian mixture model (GMM) supervectors [6]. One of the most recent approaches, adopted also by us,
uses i-vector representation of utterances [7, 8] originally devised for speaker veriﬁcation [9] but later adopted to other tasks
such as language [10] and accent [11] recognition. We use ivectors as inputs to support vector regression (SVR) back-end,
similar to [7, 8] where it was found one of the best methods.
We would like to study the applicability of artiﬁcial neural
network (ANN) back-ends for age prediction. Recently, [12]
studied such approach preliminarily, though the main focus was
not in age estimation. In contrast, we focus solely on age estimation by providing detailed analyses how to conﬁgure ANNs
for the task. Speciﬁcally, we study the importance of features,
i-vector normalization, ANN training method, number of hidden neurons, two-vs-one hidden layer architectures and the use
of multiple ANN predictors. We attempt to provide answers as
which of these choices are most important and whether ANN
back-end will outperform SVRs studied in detail by [7, 8].

where wij is the i-th feature vector of the j-th speaker, the total
number of speakers is J and the number of vectors for the j-th
speaker is Nj . Finally, w̄j denotes the mean feature vector for
the j-th speaker. After training B, all the training and future
test vectors x are normalized by x → B  x.
The WCCN-normalized i-vectors are then presented to support vector regression model (SVR) [14] together with their age
labels to train it. SVR generalizes the idea of support vector
machines (SVMs), which ﬁnds the unique hyperplane in feature space separating two classes with maximum margin. In
particular, SVR ﬁnds a hyperplane for which most of the training data points would lie no further than distance  from it.
That is, we search for parameters v and z such that the function
f (a) = v T Φ(a) + z accurately predicts the output for input
a. Here, Φ(a) denotes a feature mapping function deﬁned in
advance. Function f can be found by solving an optimization
problem with linear constraints as detailed in [14]. In practice,
we apply LS-SVMlab toolbox 1 for SVR training. In the test
stage, an i-vector is extracted, WCCN transformation is applied
and the normalized vector is fed to the regression model, which
produces a predicted age (a scalar).
2.2. Modiﬁcations to i-Vector Front-End
The baseline approach described above was found effective for
age estimation in [8]. However, the resulting i-vectors are of
course strongly dependent on the acoustic features used to construct them. We consider a few revisions that will be explored
in our experiments. Firstly, consider cepstral mean and variance
normalization (CMVN), which normalizes each cepstral coefﬁ-

2. Speaker Age Estimation
The problem of automatic speaker age recognition can be formulated as follows. Given a set of N training utterances {Xn }
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cient c in frame t by ĉ(t) = (c(t) − μ) /σ, where
t+ L
−1
2



c(n) and σ 2 =

n=t− L
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t+ L
−1
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(c(n) − μ)2

H τ pτ = ∇En (wτ )

n=t− L
2

siN +j (t) = cj (t + iP + d) − cj (t + iP − d), i = 0, .., k − 1.

3. Experimental Setup

Here, cj , j = 1, .., M − 1 are the base MFCCs. SDCs are
deﬁned by four parameters, the number of cepstral coefﬁcients
(M ), the time difference between the frames (d), the time shift
between two blocks (P ) and the number of blocks (k). In language recognition, M is usually set to 12, d to 1, P and k are
set to 3. Thus, SDCs are basically k blocks of delta cepstral
coefﬁcients. SDCs add contextual temporal information to the
feature vectors which can be useful in terms of age estimation.
Our second alternative features are so-called Perseus features which are a combination of MFCCs and MMeDuSa [16]
features. In contrast to MFCCs, Perseus uses gammatone ﬁlter bank instead of mel ﬁlter bank and adds a vector sub-frame
energy estimations to each frame. It also uses 1/15-th root compression instead of log-compression in MFCCs.

The data we use for experiments is NIST speaker recognition
evaluation (SRE) data from years 2008 and 2010. They contain a large number of speakers and rich metadata, including
speaker’s age. Speakers of two corpuses are not intersecting.
We consider utterances from speakers between 20 to 70 years
old as there were too few utterances for other speakers. Table 1
and Fig. 1 summarize the statistics of the selected data. For our
experiments we use exactly the same evaluation setup as [7, 8].
To train the UBM and the T-matrix, we use all the available
NIST SRE corpuses except NIST 2008 and NIST 2010.
Table 1: Summary of the data used for age estimation

2.3. Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) Back-End

w

(τ +1)

=
=

wτ − α∇E(wτ )
τ

τ

w − α∇En (w )

NIST 2008
1154
3859
Telephone
8.0 kHz

Number of speakers
Number of utterances
Quality
Sampling rate

Number of Utterances

Number of Utterances

ANNs are very powerful in function approximation, classiﬁcation and other tasks. Here we study their usefulness in age estimation. To this end, we use ANN in place of SVR. We consider
the multilayer perceptron (MLP), in which one neuron is described by y = g(wT x + b), x being the input vector, w the
weights and b the bias. The function g is activation function,
here, a hyperbolic tangent. In MLP, the neurons are combined
in multiple layers connected to each other through their inputs
and outputs. The ﬁrst and the last layers of network are called
input and output layers, while all the rest are hidden layers.
MLPs can be trained using a number of techniques, such as
the backpropagation algorithm [17]. We consider two methods,
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [18] and Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno algorithm (BFGS) [19]. SGD uses the fact
that total error for the whole training set, E, is the sum of the
errors for individual training cases. While a gradient descent
algorithm would update weights at iteration τ based on gradient
on the whole data (1), SGD updates them according to gradients
of one data point at a time (2). The parameter α in both cases
denotes the step size to the chosen direction of the error surface.
w(τ +1)

(3)

In practice, we use a modiﬁcation of BFGS known as limited
memory BFGS [20].
An important further consideration is to prevent ANNs being overﬁtted to training data. There are various techniques to
cope with the problem, such as early stopping [21], dropout
algorithm [22] and 2 - regularization [23]. We adopt this last
strategy, which adds a quadratic term to the training objective
to penalize for large weights.

denote, respectively, the mean and variance of c computed over
L frames. It produces features with zero-mean and unity variance over the normalization window. A special case is when L
equals utterance length and variance normalization is discarded.
Another variation is achieved by replacing MFCCs by other
features. We consider two such alternatives. Firstly, shifted
delta cepstral coefﬁcients (SDCs) [15] are computed as,
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Hessian matrix of the second derivatives but makes an approximation, H, and uses this in optimization. The weights are updated by searching for the direction pτ as a solution to (3), and
make a step α in this direction as w(τ +1) = wτ + αpτ .
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Figure 1: Age histogram of the selected speech utterances from
NIST 2008 and 2010 corpuses

(1)
(2)

To gauge age estimation accuracy, we consider two objective measures utilized also in [7, 8]. The
 ﬁrst one is mean absolute error (MAE), MAE = (1/N ) N
n=1 |ŷn − yn |, where
N is the number of test segments, ŷn is the predicted age by
a regression model and yn is the chronological age that serves
as the ground truth. Smaller MAE implies better age predictions, on average. The second measure is Pearson’s correlation
coefﬁcient between the vectors of estimated and chronological

In practice, we divide the training data into several batches and
weight updates are done according to gradient of the error in
every batch.
While the SGD training algorithm utilizes only the ﬁrst
derivative of the error function, BFGS requires second order
derivatives as well. It belongs to the class of so-called quasiNewton methods. BFGS does not explicitly calculate the actual
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ages:
1
N −1

n=1

σŷ



yn − μy
σy

Table 3: MAE (in years) and ρ for SVR age estimators trained
on i-vectors with various setups
.
I-vector Setup
no CMVN
short-term CMVN
utterance CMVN
Perseus features
SDC features

Here, μŷ and σŷ denote, respectively, the mean and standard
deviation of estimated ages and μy and σy correspond to the
same measures of actual ages. Higher ρ is considered better.
For the sake of consistency when comparing the results, we
adopt the same experimental scheme as [7, 8]. All the data used
for age estimation is divided into 15 folds so that speakers in
different folds do not overlap. Then, 15 independent tests are
executed so that 14 folds are used for training while the 15th
fold serves as a held-out test set. The ﬁnal MAE and ρ values are their averages over the 15 test folds. Each time, two
gender-dependent age estimators are trained and the results are
presented separately for males and females.

7.3

0.73

BFGS
SGD

7.2

0.72

7.1
MAE

4. Results and Analyses
Baseline experiment was ﬁrst carried out as follows. We use
60-dimensional features (19 MFCCs with their energy, deltas
and double-deltas) normalized using short-term CMVN [24].
Using these features, we extract 400-dimensional i-vectors to
train SVR. We used grid search to ﬁnd optimal values for the
SVR parameters. Table 2 shows the optimized baseline along
with the results reported in [8]. The results are close to each
other and differences likely caused by differences in random
division into 15 folds and UBM/i-vector data selections.

7
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0.71
0.7

6.8
0.69
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0.68
128

256
512
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Figure 2: MAE (in years) and ρ for male speakers
from too many neurons in the hidden layer. For SGD, in turn,
adding neurons helps. We did not conduct further experiments
with larger number of neurons due to high computational costs.
When the number of neurons is low, BFGS outperforms SGD,
but for larger network,the order is reversed. Training of SGD is
generally faster, too.
Effect of WCCN: In [8], Bahari et al. found WCCN
applied to i-vectors to improve SVR-based age estimator performance. Interestingly, [8] reported that improvement was
achieved when each speaker was treated as a different class.
Probably a more meaningful strategy, training WCCN using
discrete age classes, actually decreases performance of age estimator. For this reason, and since our baseline results (Table
2) are similar, we study WCCN using speaker labels only for
convenience. Tables 4 and 5 compare the impact of WCCN for
networks of various sizes. The same single hidden layer architecture and SGD training algorithm are adopted as before. For
large networks (512 and 1024 hidden units), WCCN helps and
will be used in all the remaining experiments.

Table 2: MAE (in years) and ρ for baseline approach

Our baseline
Baseline in [8]

Female
MAE
ρ
5.85
0.79
5.75
0.80
5.78
0.80
5.99
0.79
6.01
0.78

the number of hidden neurons for both the SGD [18] and the
BFGS [19] methods; the results are shown for males only. For
females the trends are similar. As Fig. 2 indicates, BFGS suffers

4.1. Baseline Results

Male
MAE
ρ
6.65
0.73
6.53
0.73

Male
MAE
ρ
6.77
0.70
6.65
0.73
6.73
0.72
7.01
0.69
6.72
0.72

Correlation

ρ=

N 

ŷn − μŷ

Female
MAE
ρ
5.75
0.80
5.78
0.81

4.2. Impact of Features
We next study the effect of features by using the SVR backend and varying the acoustic front-end, see Table 3. The ﬁrst
three rows use exactly the same 60-dimensional MFCCs with
varied options for feature normalization. The last two rows consider replacing MFCCs by SDCs or Perseus features described
in Section 2.2. In both cases, the feature vectors have the same
dimensionality as in the baseline approach, 60. No normalization is applied to them.
The best performance for both male and female speakers
is achived with short-term CMVN. No obvious beneﬁts are obtained using Perseus or SDC features.

Table 4: MAE (in years) and ρ of the neural network age estimator with and without WCCN for female speakers

Size of hidden layer
128
256
512
1024

4.3. Neural Networks
We now turn our attention to the MLP back-end. We use
MFCC-based 400-dimensional i-vectors. For the majority of
our experiments, we use MLP with a single hidden layer. Penalties of 0.1 and 0.01 for the weights of the ﬁrst and second layers
are used, respectively. The learning rate in all experiments is
set to 0.5. These values were optimized in initial experiments
utilizing on MLP with 512 neurons in the hidden layer.
Effect of the training algorithm: In the ﬁrst experiment,
we train a single hidden layer MLP and study the effect of the
training method. Fig. 2 shows dependency of MAE and ρ on

no WCCN
MAE
ρ
6.19
0.77
5.93
0.78
5.91
0.78
5.66
0.80

WCCN
MAE
ρ
6.32
0.76
6.12
0.77
5.72
0.80
5.49
0.81

Linear discriminant analysis: In the last experiment, we
investigate whether linear discriminant analysis LDA [25] – as
a session compensation and dimensionality reduction tool – can
improve age prediction accuracy. As in the case of WCCN, we
treat each speaker as a separate class. Table 6 shows the results
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4 represents the opposite case, when size of the second layer is
ﬁxed to 512 neurons and the number of neurons in the ﬁrst layer
is varied.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 suggest that the best performance is
achieved when the sizes of the two layers are equal. But even in
this case, this alternative architecture does not outperforms the
best results achieved by a single layer network. One problem
is that we used parameter values optimized for single layer network. They may require re-optimization for the 2-layer structure.

Table 5: Same as Table 4 but for males
Size of hidden layer
128
256
512
1024

no WCCN
MAE
ρ
7.11
0.68
6.90
0.69
6.85
0.71
6.66
0.72

WCCN
MAE
ρ
7.25
0.67
7.06
0.69
6.48
0.73
6.35
0.74

7.5

for different target size for reduced input to an MLP with 512
hidden neurons. As before, the training algorithm is SGD. In
general, LDA does not affect performance much. For the sake
of speed and resource consumption, it can still be beneﬁcial.

0.82

male
female

0.8

Table 6: Effect of LDA dimensionality reduction.

0.78
Correlation
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0.72
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100
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Male
MAE
ρ
6.71
0.69
6.70
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6.46
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0.73

Female
MAE
ρ
5.71
0.79
5.72
0.79
5.73
0.80
5.72
0.80

5.5
128

256
512
number of neurons

0.68
128

1024

256
512
number of neurons

1024

Figure 3: Performance for 2- layers network estimator of male
and female speakers’ age. Size of second layer is various
7.5

0.8

male
female

0.78

Male
MAE
ρ
7.06
0.69
6.53
0.73
6.35
0.73
6.66
0.71
6.42
0.75
6.45
0.73
6.58
0.72

MAE

6.5

0.76
0.74
0.72

6
0.7
5.5
128

256
512
number of neurons

1024

0.68
128

256
512
number of neurons

1024

Figure 4: Performance for 2- layers network estimator of male
and female speakers’ age. Size of ﬁrst layer is various

Table 7: Combinations of different ANNs (averaged outputs).

System conﬁguration
1.n1 = 256, SGD
2.n2 = 512, SGD
3.n3 = 1024, SGD
4.n4 = 512, BFGS
1+2+3
2+2+2
2+4

Correlation

7

Neural networks ensembles: It is known that combining
results of several predictors (e.g. neural networks) can help to
improve accuracy compared to the individual predictors [26].
Therefore, here we combine several age estimation networks.
One way is to train different networks by random initializations
of networks that share the same architecture and another is to
change the number of hidden neurons or training method. Table
7 represents these results.

5. Conclusion

Female
MAE
ρ
6.11
0.77
5.72
0.79
5.49
0.81
5.69
0.79
5.56
0.81
5.63
0.81
5.59
0.80

We studied age estimation using i-vectors. Our ﬁndings on
NIST 2008 and 2010 are: (1) conventional MFCCs with shortterm CMVN worked best as the features for i-vector extraction;
(2) WCCN, treating speakers as classes, helped; (3) LDA did
not help considerably; (4) BFGS was overﬁt with more than
256 hidden neurons while SGD was stable even with 1024 neurons; (5) SGD produced more accurate age predictions with
faster computation; (6) only modest gain was obtained from an
ensemble of ANNs over a single predictor; (7) no clear beneﬁts were obtained with two-layer structure. Based on the last
three last ﬁndings, a single network with a single hidden layer,
trained with SGD, is the recommended choice. Considering
the results as a whole, the best improvement from MLP over
SVR was 4.5 % relative reduction in MAE. This suggests that
the back-end may not have so much effect when the alreadycompressed i-vectors are used as input features. Future work
should thus address alternative utterance parameterizations in
place of i-vectors.

For all the combined networks, WCCN is applied. The ﬁrst
four lines correspond to single networks having different numbers of hidden neurons (ni ) with jointly varied training algorithm. The last three rows show performance of a few combinations of these base networks.In each case, we simply average outputs of the individual networks. As expected, combination of several age estimators is helpful. The best improvement
achieved for combinations of networks having the same size.
Neural networks with two layers: After performing several experiments with single hidden layer, we now investigate
the effect of network architecture closer by adding more nonlinear layers. Fixing all the other design choices as in the case
of one hidden layer (SGD training with WCCN), we attempt
to ﬁnd appropriate size for each layer of the revised network.
Fig. 3 shows results for networks with 1024 neurons in the ﬁrst
hidden layer while the size of the second layer is varied. Fig.
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